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Manuel Garcia Prosthetic and Orthotic Centers
is the first in Northeast Ohio to Offer
OSSUR’S PROPRIO FOOT™
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of Ossur America

Ossur, a global leader in advanced
prosthetics, utilizes artificial
intelligence and cutting-edge sensor
technology to offer unmatched
benefits for transtibial amputees. The
PROPRIO FOOT™ was given its
name for its ability to detect where
World’s first prosthesis to emulate the foot is in space – proprioception –
natural, human function.
thus enabling it to identify slopes and
stairs after the first step, and then
Manuel Garcia Prosthetic and
instructing the ankle to flex
Orthotic Centers is pleased to
appropriately. Users place their foot
announce that it is the first
on a step when climbing or
prosthetic and orthotic facility in
descending stairs and it
Ohio to have a bilateral below knee
automatically adapts its ankle
amputee patient walking on
position to enable the next step.
PROPRIO FEET™ by Ossur.
This active ankle motion also allows
wearers to more easily sit down or
With the introduction of this
rise from a chair.
remarkable prosthesis, Manuel
Garcia Prosthetic and Orthotic
The foot’s anatomically correct
Centers is now offering the most
response creates a more symmetrical
advanced prosthetic technology
available in the world. This new era and balanced gait, reducing the need
both to “hip hike” and to load the
is one in which artificial limbs take
entire body weight on the sound
one giant leap closer to replicating
limb. “This reduces the energy that
the natural functioning of the lost
patients spend in reacting
limb. While the foot is new to the
consciously to the environment,” said
public, the Department of Defense
Ian Fothergill, Ossur’s clinical bionic
and the Veterans Administration
have already been using it to benefit expert and prosthetist. “And it gives
servicemen returning from the Iraq them more confidence and puts less
and Afghanistan conflicts, as well as strain on the sound limb, hips, back
and knees.” For more information
veterans of past wars.
about the PROPRIO FOOT™,
As seen on CBS Evening News with
Katie Couric and in the The New York please call Manuel Garcia Prosthetic
Times, the PROPRIO FOOT™ is the and Orthotic Centers at:
440.243.1085 or 330.725.0026.
newest in Ossur’s family of Bionic
Technology products.
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Local HERO never takes
his eye off his target.
April 11, 2008 will mark the 3 year anniversary of
Officer Ryan Nagy’s ill-fated on-duty traffic
accident on interstate I- 71. What should have
been a routine traffic stop for a speeding violation
turned into a life altering event for the Policeman.
As Officer Nagy was walking to the stopped
vehicle an out of control pick-up truck crossed
over three lanes plowing into Officer Nagy’s
cruiser, pinning him between the stopped vehicle
and his cruiser. Officer Nagy sustained multiple
injuries, one of which required his left leg to be
amputated above the knee.
On April 29, 2005 Manuel Garcia Prosthetics, a
thirty year member of the Metrohealth Amputee
Rehabilitation Team, was called in to begin the
process of design, fabrication and fitting of the
needed prosthesis for Officer Nagy. The prosthetic
design would have to be complex and innovative
for Officer Nagy’s desire to return to his highly
regarded profession as a full time police officer.
Focusing on returning to work became a primary
goal for Office Nagy. However, he did not want to
return to work behind a desk, he wanted to be out
on the streets as he was previous to the accident.
With a combination of physical therapy, gait
training with a prosthesis designed with a
modified double wall suction socket, and a
computer controlled knee/foot system fitted by
David Garcia L.P., Officer Nagy proudly passed
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Officer Ryan Nagy
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his field training exam. He returned to his full time position at
Middleburg Heights Police Department as a patrolman.
In the spring of 2007 Officer Nagy was recognized with the
Metrohealth Spirit Award. This award is giving annually to a
rehabilitation patient that is an inspiration to others. During the
ceremony many of the medical health care professionals that worked
with Officer Nagy throughout his recovery and successful return to
work praised the young officers’ ability to focus and obtain his goals.

The
I-Limb

The worlds’ first fully articulating and
commercially available myoelectric hand.
The i-LIMB Hand, is a firstto-market prosthetic device
with five individually powered
digits. This replacement hand
looks and acts like a real
human hand and represents a
generational advance in bionics
and patient care.
The Touch Bionics i-LIMB
Hand was developed using
leading-edge mechanical
engineering techniques and is
manufactured using highstrength plastics. The result is
a next-generation prosthetic
device that is lightweight,
robust and highly appealing to
both patients and healthcare
professionals.
The i-LIMB Hand is
controlled by a unique, highly
intuitive control system that
uses a traditional two-input
myoelectric (muscle signal) to
open and close the hand’s lifelike fingers. Myoelectric
controls utilize the electrical
signal generated by the
muscles in the remaining

portion of the patient’s limb.
This signal is picked up by
electrodes that sit on the
surface of the skin. Existing
users of basic myoelectric
prosthetic hands are able to
quickly adapt to the system
and can master the device’s
new functionality within
minutes. For new patients, the
i-LIMB Hand offers a
prosthetic solution that has
never before been available.

With his newly designed double wall suction socket and
computerized knee with a positional lower leg rotator which he
ingeniously uses to assist him with his sharp shooting capabilities.
(see inset photo) He recently completed training for the Southwest
Enforcement Bureau’s emergency response team, a sniper team that
responds to hostage situations.
The technical and clinical team at Manuel Garcia Prosthetic &
Orthotic Centers is constantly seeking new and innovative
engineering and socket designs to incorporate into Officer Nagy’s
high level prosthetic needs. It is not uncommon for many of our
high innovated fittings, design techniques and experience to benefit
our less active lower extremity amputees with their activities of
daily living.

Advanced Design
The modular construction of
the i-LIMB Hand means that
each individually powered
finger can be quickly removed
by simply removing one screw.
This means that a prosthetist
can easily swap out fingers that
require servicing and patients
can return to their everyday
lives after a short clinic visit.
Traditional devices would have
to be returned to the
manufacturer, often leaving the
patient without a hand for
many weeks.
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